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Preface
The traditional students’ conference “Instruments and Methods for Biology and Medicine 2017” (IMBM
2017) was held for the seventh time at Faculty of Biomedical Engineering (FBME), Czech Technical
University in Prague (CTU in Prague) on May 5th, 2017. The aim of the conference was to bring together
students interested in new materials, technologies and instrumentation with application in biology and
medicine. The contributions covered a broad range of topics including biomedical nanotechnology, molecular
biology, methods for diagnostics and therapy, biomechanics or ophthalmology and biomedical imaging. The
conference consisted of sixteen 10-minute talks (+ 5-minute Q&A) in English divided into three sessions listed
below:
o
o
o

Advanced methods and materials
Fluorescence, spectroscopy and biophysics
Optics and biomedical imaging

The best talk in each session was selected by an evaluation committee and its author awarded. The
evaluation committee in each session consisted of members chosen from faculty of FBME, who kindly agreed
to participate in evaluation of students’ contributions.
Prof. Ing. Miroslava Vrbová, CSc.
Doc. Ing. Marie Pospíšilová, CSc.
Ing. Vladimíra Petráková, Ph.D.
Ing. Dalibor Pánek, Ph.D.
Ing. Martin Otáhal, Ph.D.
Apart from students’ talks, there were two plenary lectures given by invited speakers, who are
internationally recognized experts in biomedical engineering. They were Dr. Antonio Setaro (Freie Universität
Berlin, Berlin, Germany) and Prof. Radim Chmelík (Brno University of Technology, Brno, Czech Republic).
We would like to thank in this place all individuals and institutions whose help and support enabled
organization of IMBM 2017. Above all, we should mention Prof. Miroslava Vrbová as a scientific guarantor,
Ing. Kateřina Žambochová who prepared Book of Abstracts and performed various tasks necessary for the
smooth run of the conference, Dr. Dalibor Pánek who created conference website, Ing. Šárka Vondrová, and
Ing. Ida Skopalová for their advices and help. Our thanks also belong to chairs of all the conference sessions
whose names can be found in the following conference schedule; they have also performed the task of
reviewers of proceedings papers, improving by their comments and suggestions the scientific quality of the
Proceedings. We are also grateful to all the members of evaluation committees for responsibly choosing
contributions to be awarded. Thanks to generous funding by Czech Technical University
(Students’ conferences fund, Project No. SVK 45/17/F7), participation at IMBM 2017 was free of charge and
authors of awarded contributions could receive valuable prizes. We also thank FBME for providing excellent
environment for organizing IMBM 2017. Last but not least we thank all active participants for the care they
invested in preparing their contributions, making thus IMBM 2017 a representative overview of current trends
in biomedical engineering
In Kladno, September 5th, 2017
Tomáš Parkman
Conference coordinator
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Plenary Lectures

Advanced tailoring of carbon nanotubes
Antonio Setaro*
Department of physics, Freie Universität Berlin, Berlin, Germany
*setaro@physik.fu-berlin.de

Abstract: With their infrared emission in the transparency window of biological tissues, carbon
nanotubes are ideal candidates for in vitro and in vivo imaging. As-produced carbon nanotubes,
though, stick strongly together in bundles and quench their emission. They need to be isolated and
functionalized for any technological application. Up to now, the nanotube community dogmatically
assumed the existence of a dichotomy between functionalization strength and preservation of the
quantum character of carbon nanotubes. This strongly limits the framework of possible schemes:
Either one chooses the noncovalent approach, which preserves the quantum optoelectronic features
of the tubes but is intrinsically weak and can easily disassemble, or one covalently attaches the desired
functionality, ensuring strong and stable attachment but disrupting the emission and transport
quantum features of the tubes. We demonstrated that covalent schemes that intrinsically preserves the
pi-conjugation of the tubes are indeed possible [1]. Our approach moreover enables sophisticated
functionalities: Conjugating the spiropyran molecular switch onto the tubes, we achieve lighttriggered, reversible doping of the nanotubes, switching on and off their emission just by controlling
the state of the switch.

References
[1] A. Setaro, M. Adeli, M. Glaeske, D. Przyrembel, T. Bisswanger, G. Gordeev, F. Maschietto, A. Faghani, B.
Paulus, M. Weinelt, R. Arenal, R. Haag, and S. Reich, Preserving π-conjugation in covalently functionalized
carbon nanotubes for optoelectronic applications, Nature Communications 8, 14281 (2017).
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Quantitative phase imaging of live cells by coherence-controlled
holographic microscopy
Radim Chmelik1,2*, Jana Collakova1,2, Pavel Vesely1
1

2

CEITEC – Central European Institute of Technology, Brno University of Technology, Brno, Czech Republic
Institute of Physical Engineering, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Brno University of Technology, Brno, Czech
Republic
*radim.chmelik@ceitec.vutbr.cz

Abstract: Quantitative phase imaging (QPI) is a novel modality of light microscopy that has emerged
after introduction of CCD camera and substantially extended possibilities of biomedical imaging. QPI
image contrast is derived from the phase shifts of light wave which are introduced by a specimen. For
this reason, high-contrast imaging of live cells is achieved without a need to use possibly phototoxic
markers. Compared to the Zernike phase contrast or the Nomarski DIC the phase shifts are not only
imaged but also directly measured by QPI techniques. As the dry-mass density of a live cell is
proportional to the phase shift measured in the corresponding image point [1], the distribution of cell
mass and its changes over time can be observed and also measured.
The advantage of coherence-controlled holographic microscopy (CCHM) operating with
incoherent-light source consists in one-shot imaging (similar to wide-field microscopy) with a clean
background without any coherence artefacts (coherence noise, unwanted interference and diffraction
effects). This provides measurements of a cellular-mass distribution with a high accuracy. For that
reason, CCHM is an innovative instrument for the evaluation of cell growth as well as cell motility.
Moreover, the coherence-gating effect induced by low coherence of illumination makes possible QPI
of live-cell behavior in turbid or complex 3D milieu, e.g. in collagen gel. We have demonstrated
CCHM QPI qualities experimentally.
Acknowledgements. This research is financially supported by MEYS CR, project CEITEC 2020 (LQ1601), and by
Czech Science Foundation, project 15-14612S.

References
[1] H. G. Davies, and M. H. F. Wilkins, Nature, 1952, 169, 541.
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Advanced Methods
and Materials

Characterization of size of polydisperse nanoparticles
of various shape: Comparative study of AFM and DLS methods
Andrea Mineva1*, Vladimíra Petráková1
1

Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering, Kladno, Czech Republic.
*minevaan@gmail.com

Abstract: Nano sizes introduce new properties into ordinary materials, making them utilizable in fields never
before thought of. The unique properties can be attributed to the great surface-to-volume ratio of the
nanoparticles in comparison to bulk materials and are greatly dependent on the nanoparticle size and shape.
The precise determination of the size and shape of nanoparticles is thus important. Multiple methods can be
used for nanoparticle size and shape determination, in this article, two of these are presented and compared –
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). Metallic nanoparticles (gold and
silver) in the shapes of spheres and rods were characterized using both methods. For the image processing of
AFM images, a program was written. Data, obtained from both AFM and DLS, were compared to TEM
images. Our results show, that AFM and DLS methods yield comparable results in the means of spherical
nanoparticles. However, DLS, in the setup used, cannot properly characterize the size of nanorods, whereas
AFM showed results comparable to the ones obtained from TEM.

Introduction
Nanoparticles are a novel material offering
a great variety of new properties, optical,
physical, biological, which enable the use of
ordinary materials in this form in numerous
fields. The properties of nanoparticles are
mainly connected to the great surface-tovolume ratio of nanoparticles, which is
dependent on the nanoparticle size and shape.
Thus, in order to predict and understand the
properties of particles, a precise size and shape
characterization is needed. [1]
There are numerous methods which can be
used
for
particle
size
and
shape
characterization, Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM) and Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
being some of them. AFM is a scanning
microscope measuring the topography of the
sample and is thus able to do a 3D image of the
sample. DLS on the other hand is a method
based on the detection of light scattering
changes due to particle motion in a solution.
DLS is often used for fast approximative
particle size determination, AFM is more time
consuming but also more precise. [2] [3]
The aim of this study was to use both
methods AFM and DLS for particle size
determination of spherical and cylindrical
nanoparticles (gold AuNP and AuNR and silver
AgNP) and discuss the applicability of each

method. For the data analysis of AFM
measurements, a data analysis program in
MATLAB was written.

Experiment and methods
Four different samples were used in this
work – small AuNP of about 15 nm, large
AgNP of about 50 nm, short AuNR 15x40 nm
and long AuNR 12x80 nm. These were a kind
gift of the Institute for Experimental Physics
from Free University Berlin.
Reference measurements were performed
using High resolution TEM employing an
imaging-side
aberration-corrected
FEI
TitanCube microscope working at 80 kV,
equipped with a Cs corrector (CETCOR from
CEOS-60/65-GmbH) at the Free University
Berlin at the Institute for Experimental Physics.
AFM
For the AFM measurements, nanoparticle
solutions were firstly diluted in distilled water
to create a 6% solution then sonicated for
10 minutes and 200 µl of the diluted solution
was drop casted on clean cover glass and left to
dry.
Samples were measured in contact mode using
Tap300-Al-G cantilevers by Budget Sensors.
The gain was around 400 and the set point was
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set below 80 %. The AFM was from JPK –
NanoWizard 3 ®.
Images were pre-processed using JPKSPM
Data Processing program where only
subtraction of polynomial fit from each scan
line independently and then subtraction of a
polynomial fit from each scan line using a
limited data range was performed.
The processed images were used as an input for
a data analysis program. The program was
written in the MATLAB software. Two scripts
were used, one for spherical nanoparticles and
one for the nanorods.
DLS
For the DLS measurements, samples were
firstly sonicated for 10 (AgNP, AuNRs) or
20 minutes
(AuNP),
centrifugated
for
3 minutes (30g) and sonicated again for about 1
minute. Afterwards, the samples were diluted to
10 % using distilled water and measured in a
quartz microcuvette.
The DLS used was a Nano ZS zetasizer by
Malvern Instruments. Fixed scattering angle
was 173°, measurement temperature 25°C and
laser wavelength 633 nm. Integration time was
either 10 s or 100 s (for the small AuNP). Three
measurement cycles were performed, the
minimal intensity of the signal was 150.
Data were analysed and plotted using
Malvern Zetasizer program.

Results

DLS results are shown as size distribution
by intensity from three measurements in graphs
1 and 3. The results from AFM and TEM are
shown as overlapped histograms (Graphs 2 and
4). The particles numbers in the histograms are
normalized due to different particle counts in
each measurement.

Figure 2. AgNP size distribution histograms obtained from
TEM measurements in red and from AFM in yellow. Orange
is the overlapping region. Due to different particle counts, the
number of particles is normalized.

Figure 3. Size distribution by intensity of the smaller AuNP
obtained from three measurements on DLS. Due to high
reported polydispersity and quality issues, there are multiple
peaks in the graph.

Spherical nanoparticles
The first step of this work was to compare
both AFM and DLS when used for size
determination of spherical nanoparticles.

Figure 4. AuNP size distribution histograms obtained from
TEM measurements in red and from AFM in yellow. Orange
is the overlapping region. Due to different particle counts, the
number of particles is normalized.
Figure 1. Size distribution by intensity of the larger AgNP
obtained from three measurements on DLS.

The results are summarized in table 1.
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Table 1. Summarized calculated mean diameters obtained
from TEM, AFM and DLS measurements.

AgNP
AuNP

TEM

AFM

d (nm)

d (nm)

53.6 ± 6.5
14.2 ± 1.8

58.6 ± 8.8
15.5 ± 2.3

DLS
Z-average
(nm)
76.84
-

The reference results from TEM showed,
that the silver nanoparticles are about 54 nm
big, whereas gold nanoparticles are around
14 nm. For the big nanoparticles AFM yielded
similar size distribution, DLS showed results
significantly shifted towards the higher end of
the size distributions of both AFM and TEM.
The polydispersity index was quite high,
indicating polydisperse sample.
The results from AFM were comparable to
the reference measurements for the smaller
AuNP as well. However, DLS reported quality
issues with the sample being too polydisperse
and therefore not properly characterizable.
Nanorods
When characterizing nanorods, their aspect
ratio 𝐴𝑅 was calculated using formula 1 on the
results obtained from the AFM and TEM
measurements.
𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔

𝐴𝑅 = 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡,

Figure 6. Long AuNR aspect ratio distribution histograms
obtained from TEM measurements in red and from AFM in
yellow. Orange is the overlapping region. Due to different
particle counts, the number of particles is normalized.

Figure 7. Size distribution by intensity of the shorter AuNR
obtained from three measurements on DLS. Quality issues
were reported by the zetasizer.

(1)

where 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 is the longer axis and 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 is the
shorter axis of the nanorod.
The aspect ratio distributions are shown in
overlapping histograms in graphs 6 and 8. The
results from DLS are shown in graphs 5 and 7,
again as size distribution by intensity.
Figure 8. Short AuNR aspect ratio distribution histograms
obtained from TEM measurements in red and from AFM in
yellow. Orange is the overlapping region. Due to different
particle counts, the number of particles is normalized. Bimodal
distribution can be observed in the AFM results.

The aspect ratio results are summarized in
table 2.
Figure 5. Size distribution by intensity of the longer AuNR
obtained from three measurements on DLS. Quality issues
were reported by the zetasizer.

Table 2. Summarized calculated mean aspect ratios obtained
from TEM, AFM. From the DLS measurements no deduction
about the aspect ratio could be stated.

TEM
Long AuNR 3.06 ± 0.46
Short AuNR 6.95 ± 1.33

AFM
2.03 ± 0.9
5.01 ± 0.92

DLS
-
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The reference results showed, that the short
particles have a mean aspect ratio of about 3
and the long about 7. AFM yielded distributions
shifted towards lower aspect ratios. For the
shorter nanorods, AFM showed a bimodal
distribution, suggesting the fact, that the sample
consists of two sets of particles, almost
spherical ones (aspect ratios around 1.8) and
rodlike (2.7). This was also observable in the
TEM images of the samples.
DLS results could not be used for the aspect
ratio determination of the nanorods. For long
nanorods, the distributions showed single peak
around 6.34 nm present in all three
measurements, followed by a smaller peak,
which is different in each measurement. The
results for the smaller nanoparticles show an
expected distribution for nanorods, however,
the aspect ratio could not be determined from
the distribution.

Discussion
Nanoparticle size and shape greatly
influence their properties, therefore, there is the
need for a method, to precisely measure the
nanoparticles. In this study, two methods have
been compared – AFM and DLS in the means
of size and shape determination of
nanoparticles in mono and polydisperse
samples. The results from AFM showed, that
this method yields comparable results for
spherical nanoparticles to the ones obtained
from the reference method of TEM. These
findings agree with results from other
studies. [4] One of the drawbacks of AFM is the
fact, that the measurements were quite timeconsuming.
DLS on the other hand is a fast and easy
method for size determination. The results for
the larger spherical nanoparticles showed a
larger mean diameter, than the one from TEM
and AFM. This is mainly due to the fact, that
DLS is an indirect method and there are many
factors influencing the determined size. One of
them being the solvation layer around the
particle, which is also included in the
measurement and thus enlarging the measured
diameter. The sample with smaller nanospheres
was not possible to measure with the given
instrument. [5][6]

The aspect ratios of nanorods were
calculated and compared for AFM and TEM.
Both methods showed similar results, with the
results from AFM being slightly shifted
towards the smaller values. These differences
could be attributed to the simplifications in the
data analysis or to height anomalies, which
could be present in AFM measurements. The
shorter nanorods show a bimodal distribution in
the AFM results. This is because of the fact, that
the sample with short nanorods was quite
polydisperse, with a great portion of almost
spherical
nanoparticles.
The
bimodal
distribution is not observable in the TEM
results, because during data analysis of TEM
images, only the rods were taken into account.
This shows the applicability of AFM for
polydisperse sample characterization.
DLS results for nanorods on the other hand
showed that it is not possible to use the given
instrument for characterization of nanorods.
DLS in principle is a method, determining the
diameter of a sphere having the same
diffusional properties as the particles.
Cylindrical nanoparticles show a distinguishable result, when measured using DLS.
[7] Two diffusional coefficients are detectable,
leading to two peaks in the size distribution.
These results could be observed in the graphs
obtained from the DLS measurements, however
no clear conclusion could be made about the
nanorods aspect ratio and size.

Conclusion
Two methods – AFM and DLS – were used
for size and shape determination of mono and
polydisperse samples of nanoparticles of
spherical and cylindrical shape. The results
show, that AFM is a comparable method to
TEM, which was used as a reference. The AFM
results also showed its applicability in the
characterization of polydisperse samples,
where a bimodal aspect ratio distribution was
obtained.
The main advantages of DLS are the fast
and easy measurements. However, the results
are not very precise and the set up used could
not be used for size determination of cylindrical
nanoparticles.
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DLC nanolayers doped by titanium
Filip Kallmünzer1*, Jan Mikšovský1
1

Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering, Kladno, Czech Republic.
*kallmfil@fbmi.cvut.cz

Abstract: Diamond-like carbon (DLC) layers has recently an immense potential for covering materials
and improving their properties. For better mechanical and biocompatible behavior of DLC layers different
doping elements were tested. One of options for biomedical applications is to choose particles of titanium
which could further upgrade DLC layers e.g. in case of reduction friction and minimalization of wear.
We focused for testing and developing these layers, which could be then used for further improving recent
implants instead of defunct human knees. Layers were prepared within the project DLC a DLC+Ti using the
method of dual pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and hybrid pulsed laser deposition with magnetron sputtering
(PLD+MS). The layers were subjected to tests for evaluation of friction and wear under different loads. The
presented results show a reduction in friction by titanium doping and a reduction in wear versus uncoated
materials. The results presented in this article are partial, the research and tests continue

Introduction
Our basic research aims at developing thin
layers on artificial implants, especially
on human hip and knee joints. Diamond-like
carbon thin films (DLC) enriched with a certain
portion of titanium could be deposited
to substrates e.g. by pulsed laser deposition
(PLD). It is obvious that the increased lifetime
of artificial joints can have, besides economic
savings, other benefits. Let us mention a health
aspect: any intervention in the body is not
welcomed and further people at a very
advanced age may not be able to undergo
another artificial joint replacement surgery.
Furthermore, an estimation that losses
caused by the non-compliant tribological
principles account for about 30% of all energy
produced especially industrially developed
countries is very interesting. A part of this
energy can therefore be saved by the right
approach, and this can, among other things,
help to curb the global heating up. Tribology
is therefore a field with a far-reaching response
and has a great deal of interest in it. [1]
Everyone meets with friction every day.
In some cases, people want to minimize friction
(e.g. in machine parts or for skiing), in some
other cases a certain amount of friction is
useful, and this may be the reason for
deliberately increasing friction (e.g. for car tires
or for anti-slip pads). Friction, wear and
roughness are members of tribology,
which is the study of science and engineering

of interacting surfaces in relative motion,
followed here by some definitions:
Friction is a phenomenon while the
friction force T is uprising, whereas T resists
the relative motion of solid surfaces, fluid
layers, and material elements sliding against
each other while wear is related to interactions
between surfaces and specifically the removal
and deformation of material on a surface
because of mechanical action of the opposite
surface and roughness is quantified by the
deviations in the direction of the normal
vector of a real surface from its ideal form. [2]

Experimental - Methods
Friction
and
wear
is
measured
by tribometers and most often methods are
called: PIN on DISC and PIN on PLATE (linear
version of PIN on DISC). These methods use
surface contact of the sample with an optionally
loaded PIN (usually 1 to 10 newtons) in the
shape of non-rotating ball, roller, pyramid.
The relative movement between the PIN and
the sample is sliding and oscillating most often
in the horizontal plane XY around an axis
of rotation in case of PIN on DISC, or there and
back in case of PIN on PLATE. It can be moved
either by a sample or more often by the PIN. [3]
Friction and wear are then mainly
dependent on the loading force, the size of the
contact surface, the relative speed of motion
of the disc with the PIN, the number of linear
(or circle) cycles, the temperature, the state and
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quality of the sample surface, the type of the
sample (thin layer + substrate) or the use
of lubricants. Basic schema of typical
tribometer in version PIN on PLATE used
in our experiments is described bellow
in Figure 1.

Results and discussion
Our samples were created by two methods.
The first method is double pulsed laser
deposition, where the first laser points
to Ti target whereas the second laser fires
to carbon target (PLD). The second method is
pulsed laser deposition with magnetron
sputtering, where instead of first laser is used
a magnetron (PLD/MS), see Figure 3.
PLD produces titanium particles energy of keV
and coverage of substrate could be harsher,
meanwhile PLD/MS generates titanium
particles about energy of dozens eV and
coverage of substrate is finer.

Figure 1. A basic schema of tribometer (PIN on PLATE) used
in our experiments. [4]

Diamond-like carbon (DLC) layers
improves mechanical properties of surfaces
such as hardness, friction, wettability,
biocompatibility, etc., but unfortunately there is
a problem with adhesion. The solution could be
in use some relevant dopants. [5] Particles
of titanium has exactly this function and
besides they decline wear, i.e. they improve
wear resistance. There is DLC phase diagram
in Figure 2. Besides titanium, DLCs doping
by W, Ta, Si, F, N were tested in this field
of investigation. [6]

Figure 2. DLC phase diagram. Our tested layers were between
sp2 and sp3 that is hydrogen free ta-C. [7]

Our testing layers were somewhere
between graphitic like carbon and diamondlike carbon. That means they were between sp2
and sp3. Basically, more diamond-like carbon
(sp3) causes more inner tension and that has
positive effect for more cracking of the layer.

Figure 3. Scheme of double pulsed laser deposition (PLD) or
pulsed laser deposition with magnetron sputtering (PLD/MS).
DLC there symbolizes so-called carbon target.

Our experiments were realized using our
tribometer of Anton Paar compatible with
linear module which were used for our
experiments as well. (PIN on PLATE).
Basically, our pin - a small wear-resistant
chromium steel ball (Steel 100Cr6 ball) of
6 mm in diameter with speed of 5 cm/s was
oscillating on surface of the samples. We used
loading force of 5 newtons for twelve samples
totally. The total path of the test pin on the
surface of tested thin layers were 10 m with
length of one cycle 2x8 mm, corresponding
to 625 cycles.
Six samples differed by concentration
of Ti were made by dual PLD and rest of them
were made by PLD/MS. All experiments were
realized without use of any lubricants.
In figures 4 – 7 on the vertical axis is
friction coefficient and on the horizontal axis is
complete distance of PIN ball of the tribometer,
which consists hundreds of tribological cycles.
In figure 4 could be seen how a DLC layer
on a substrate compared with the substrate only
is good. Friction coefficient of the substrate was
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averagely f = 0,372 meanwhile the thin layer
without any Ti was f = 0,086 which means
difference about Δf = 0,286.

Figure 6 shows results of DLC layers
doped by different concentration of Ti made by
the method of PLD/MS. The smallest friction
coefficients are again in cases 0 resp. 25 at %
of titanium.
In figure 7 are summarized best results
of our DLC layers doped by titanium.

Figure 4. Tribological tests of substrate Ti6Al4V deposited
by different DLC layers doped by titanium (coloured)
and substrate only (the black line).

Figure 7. Comparison of the best results from figures 4 – 6.

It is obvious that DLC with 25 at % Ti
made by dual PLD has the smallest friction
coefficients, averagely about f = 0,075. Tables
1 and 2 bellow contain all average friction and
roughness coefficients of measured layers via
atomic force microscopy (AFM).
Figure 5. Tribological tests of different DLC layers doped by
different amount of titanium (from 0 to 25 at %) deposited on
substrate by PLD.

In figure 5 are detailed results of DLC
layers doped by different concentration of Ti
made by the method of PLD. The smallest
friction coefficients are in cases 0 and 25 at
% of titanium.

Figure 6. Tribological tests of different DLC layers doped by
different amount of titanium (from 0 to 25 at %) deposited on
substrate by PLD/MS.

Table 1. Average friction and roughness coefficients
of measured substrate of Ti6Al4V and layers created by method
of PLD.

Amount of Ti
at % in DLC

Av. Friction
coeff. [-]

Av. Roughness – Sa
[nm] (on 50 μm2)

Ti6Al4V

0,372

N/A

0

0,086

0,49

1

0,093

0,72

3

0,102

0,42

5

0,185

0,58

10

0,139

3,46

25

0,075

14,74

It is obvious that the method of PLD had
better results in case of friction, meanwhile the
method of PLD/MS had much more better
results in case of roughness from the sample
of 10 at % titanium. We assume that the
smallest friction of 25 at % samples is probably
due to creation of so-called transfer layer of the
sample material and the pin.
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Table 2. Friction and roughness coefficients of measured
layers created by method of PLD/MS.

Amount of Ti Av. Friction
at % in DLC
coeff. [-]

Av.Roughness – Sa
[nm] (on 50 μm2)

0

1,101

0,63

1

0,130

0,46

3

0,175

0,47

5

0,204

0,07

10

0,199

0,49

25

0,104

0,49

We aim to make several similar
experiments also in liquids simulating in vivo
environs. We assume that it will lead for further
improvement of friction and wear resistant
of the couples (the PIN and thin layers).
Generally, friction coefficient of human
joints is in range of f ∈ (0,005 – 0,02) and
in cases of artificially made DLCs the friction
coefficients are both (with and without
lubrication) in range of f ∈ (0,02 – 0,5) [8],
meanwhile our results of dry layers (without
any lubrication and with most often used type
of PIN – Steel 100Cr6 ball) were around f = 0,1
which could have good potential for another
improving while they will be lubricated.
In figures 8 and 9 could be seen how wear
resistant of PIN ball increases with rising
of portion of titanium in DLC layers.

Figure 8. Wear of PIN ball after the tribological process with
the DLC layer doped by 25 at % titanium (created by PLD).

Figure 9. Wear of PIN ball after the tribological process with
the DLC layer doped by 0 at % titanium (created by PLD).

Conclusion
We focus for testing and improving
diamond-like carbon (DLC) thin layers doped
by titanium intended for artificial implants
designated for human body. We emphasize that
a substrate covered with normal DLC has much
more better friction then the substrate only.
The best results were achieved with layers
about 0 and 25 at % titanium and further,
f = 0,075 is the smallest friction related to DLC
doped by 25 at % titanium created by dual PLD.
We can state that method of PLD has smaller
friction whereas method of PLD/MS has
smaller roughness. Wear resistance of PIN ball
rises with more concentration of Ti in DLC.
The layers were only grazed (not destroyed)
after our experiments. We are going to aim
at more tests in future, especially using
different loading forces in the tribometer
(probably 2 and 1 newtons), further with using
some types of lubricants (e.g. a human liquid)
and probably under other conditions in the
tribological process. All layers, regardless
of concentration of Ti, confirmed the reduction
in sample wear and we also observed the
decreasing wear of the test pin for increasing
concentrations of titanium, which indicates
positive effect on the wear of the entire sliding
pair and the formation of erosion particles.
Acknowledgements. This work was supported by Czech
Technical University’s foundation SVK 45/17/F7 and
SGS17/156/OHK4/2T/17.
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Characterization and optimization of self -assembled molecular
monolayer persistence to post-assembly processing
Ondřej Fejfar*
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*ondrej.fejfar@fbmi.cvut.cz

Abstract: Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) has been dominant tool in characterization of self-assembled
monolayers (SAM), but there are limits to STM imaging of SAM. Triphenyleneethynylene (TPPE) derivatives,
consisting of two short aliphatic chains attached to the central aryl ring (core chains), positioned para to each
other, and one long aliphatic chain attached to each terminal aryl ring in para-position, form a self-assembled,
physisorbed crystalline monolayer at the solution – graphite interface. Patterned morphology of this selfassembly leaves the core chains “mobile” and accessible to chemical reactions, but invisible to STM. Aside
from morphology and qualitative analysis of assembled monolayers, other area of interest is quantitative
characterization of self-assembled TPEEs. Testing the persistence and structural stability of SAM when
exposed to various conditions is largely unexplored territory. Laser desorption/ionization time of flight mass
spectrometry (LDI-TOF MS) is capable of successful identification of TPEE molecules directly from
physisorbed monolayers on graphite, and as such was used as both qualitative and quantitative tool of analysis
for testing the persistence of self-assembled monolayers when exposed to a selection of solvents – mostly
chosen as potential carriers for chemical reagents. LDI-TOF MS does not replace STM, rather it serves as
complement to STM studies of physisorbed self-assembled monolayers.

Structural changes of diamond electrode under in vitro conditions
Hana Vratislavská*
Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering, Kladno, Czech Republic.
*hana.vratislavska@atlas.cz

Abstract: Diamond is used to form the interface between the material and the tissue in the form of thin layers
due to its hardness, mechanical resistance and biocompatibility. Our experiment proves its resistance to
repeated sterilization and cultivation of cells. In cooperation with the Czech Academy of Sciences, two types
of nanodiamond electrodes were developed and prepared. Samples of each type were divided into triplets that
underwent one to four cycles of sterilization and cultivation. CT26 mouse fibroblasts were used for culturing.
Characterization of the nanodiamond layer was performed by differential interference contrast microscopy
(DIC), scanning electron microscope (SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and Raman spectroscopy.
Additionally, gold electrodes were produced by sputtering a 10nm titanium layer and a 100nm gold layer on
glass. These samples have undergone the same cycles of sterilization and cultivation. The results of the
characterization indicate the preservation, integrity and minimal damage of the nanodiamond layer. On the
other hand gold samples show relatively large mechanical damage.
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DC magnetron sputtering of ZnO thin films
Yu-Ying Chang1,2*, Zdeněk Remeš1,2
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Institute of Physics of the Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic
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2
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Abstract: Zinc Oxide (ZnO) is a semiconductor with a wide band gap, large exciton binding energy, high
electron mobility, high refractive index, high biocompatibility and diversity of nanostructure shapes which
makes it suitable for many applications in the optoelectronic devices, optical sensors, and biosensors. Our
samples are the nominally undoped ZnO thin films deposited by DC reactive magnetron sputtering of Zn target
in the gas mixture of argon and oxygen plasma and the aluminium doped ZnO thin films deposited by DC
magnetron sputtering of ZnO:Al target in the argon. After hydrogen plasma treatment, the increase of the
infrared optical absorption, related to free carrier concentration, is detected below the optical absorption edge.
The increase of the optical absorption correlates with the increase of the electrical conductivity related to the
increase of the free carrier concentration. On the other hand, after oxidation and thermal annealing in air, the
optical absorption is significantly reduced in the infrared region and the electrical resistivity increases.
Acknowledgements. This work was supported by the project 16-10429J of the Czech Science Foundation and the project
KONNECT-007 of the Czech Academy of Sciences.

Time-of-Flight analysis of reaction products for laser -induced
proton-boron fusion cancer therapy
Viktoria Fedorova*
Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering, Kladno, Czech Republic.
*viktoria.fedorova@fbmi.cvut.cz

Abstract: Laser driven proton beams accelerated by laser-matter interaction represent promising alternative to
the conventional acceleration techniques in medical field. This work is focused on the Time-of-Flight
diagnostics of the beam generated via laser-target interaction using specially manufactured Silicon target doped
with hydrogen and boron atoms. The proton-boron fusion reaction that occurs during the interaction can be
potentially used as a more efficient way for the proton therapy cancer treatment. Such reaction produces alpha
particles that will cause more dramatic damage to the DNA of tumorous cells than protons in the regular proton
therapy. The main goal of this work is to characterize the beam of particles produced during the laser-induced
proton-boron nuclear fusion in terms of energy, angular distribution and fluence. For this purpose, an
experiment at Prague Asterix Laser System (PALS) laboratory has been performed using Silicon Carbide (SiC)
and diamond detectors as the most suitable diagnostics tools.
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Experimental analysis of cellular membrane mechanical properties
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Abstract: The study of mechanical processes at the cellular level is currently an essential topic. The study of
cell-environment interaction can reveal the possibilities of using nanoparticles in biomedicine. The work is
focused on creating a methodology for measuring mechanical properties of living cells using atomic force
microscopy and force spectroscopy. So far, we have been working on inanimate cells in phosphate-buffered
saline. We work with mouse fibroblasts labelled CT26.WT from a colon. This work presents the achieved
results of the successful first phase of using atomic force microscopy for cell measurements. The measurement
method by atomic force microscopy on living cells is necessary for simple and fast acquisition of required
information such as nano-hardness and adhesion of a membrane.

Introduction
The cell membrane is an external part of
cells. The mechanical properties of cells play a
critical role in many cellular processes
(differentiation, migration, growth, division,
etc.) [1,2].
Current research is focused on detecting the
difference between healthy and cancerous cells.
The project is finding mechanical difference
between healthy and epileptic cells.
Young's modulus describes the mechanical
property of the cell membrane. It can be
measured by using an atomic force microscope
(AFM) [1].
The aim of this study is to come up with a
methodology for measuring of mechanical
properties on living cells using atomic force
microscopy and force spectroscopy. We want to
minimize the measuring time and evaluation
time for standard use in the laboratory.

industries for its simplicity. The disadvantage is
it can measure only topography. The next
disadvantage is scanning. For measuring we
have to scan it pixel by pixel and for better
resolution we have to scan slower.
It is necessary that measuring takes place
in liquid for imaging cells. Specially modified
microscopes and tips are commonly sold
nowadays. There are several adjustments on
microscopes for measuring in liquid. A
chamber for measuring must be waterproof and
removeable for better cleaning. The diode for
detecting the laser beam reflected from the
cantilever must be adjustable for different
liquids (amount and refractive index). The
resonance frequency of the tip must be far from
a resonance frequency of the component in
solution. Vendors offers special tips for
measuring in liquid and the resonance
frequency is given by production.

Equipment and methods

Force spectroscopy
Another application of AFM is force
spectroscopy which is based on measuring
interaction forces between the tip and the
sample.
The elasticity of an object can be described
by Hooke’s law for small deformation
𝜎
(1)
𝜀=
𝐸
where ε is relative elongation (or truncation),
σ is mechanical stress and E is Young’s
modulus [4]. Hertz model is mathematical
model for calculating Young’s modulus of the

AFM
Atomic force microscopy is a type of
scanning probe microscopy for high-resolution
imaging. The method is based on optical
observation of a deflection of a cantilever with
a tip which is in contact with a sample [3]. That
is called contact mode. It is possible to observe
phase change while oscillating the tip close to
the sample. Non-contact mode is gentler on the
tip. Both modes are useful for measuring
topography of samples. AFM is used in several
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sample. Hertz theory considers shape of the tip
and deformation of the cantilever. Hertz theory
is generally described by the equation
2

3

𝜎 =

2
9(1 − 𝜇tip
) 𝐹2
2
16𝐸tip
𝑅

(2)

where σ is deformation of an elastic sphere
under external load F against a rigid flat
substrate, R is the radius of curvature of the tip
and Etip and μtip are Young's modulus and
Poisson's ratio of the tip [5]. Poisson's ratio is
defined as the ratio of the transverse strain to
the strain along the direction of elongation [6].
The value of Poisson’s ratio is always between
0 and 0.5. For our calculations, it was used 0.5
because it was recommended by a vendor of the
microscope.
Four-sided pyramid tip shape was used in
our experiment. There exists more accurate
model for this shape than the equation (2)
𝐸 tan 𝛼 2
𝐹=
𝜎
(3)
1 − 𝜇 2 √2
where α is face angle of side of the pyramid.
It is also possible to measure an adhesion.
Adhesion is ability of two surface to contact
each other.
Biological samples
We were searching for a durable biological
material for our first experiments and
calibrating apparatus. Our options were limited
by the offer of the faculty and its capacity for
biological materials.
Non-living CT26.WT mice colon cancer
cells have been used for the first measurement.
It is necessary to learn how to measure in liquid
and these cells are good for their endurance and
ability to attach to the cover glass. These cells
can be conserved in PBS (Phosphate Buffered
Saline) for several months.
There are two main disadvantages of this
choice. Cells are too large for our set up.
Maximum window for measuring is 100 μm to
100 μm. It is limited by the device. For
calibrating we had to select smaller cells. The
second disadvantage is non-homogenous
material.

Results
Imaging
The samples were prepared by a standard
method. The cell colonies were removed from
the freezer where they were stored at -80 °C and
incubated for 18 hours in 37 °C in order to
attach the viable fibroblasts to the cover glass
by pseudopodia. After 18 hours cells were
killed and unattached cells were washed off.
The samples can be stored in a fridge in 4 °C
for several months. Changes properties by
aging was not observe because it was not a part
of the experiment.
The sample was inserted to the microscope
in room temperature and could be measured for
several hours without visible damage. Special
cantilever was used for measuring cells in
liquid. This cantilever is very soft and the cell
would not be damaged by a tip. The first image
(Figure 1) is fibroblast with a diameter more
than 30 μm and height less than 6 μm and three
pseudopodia attached to the glass.

Figure 1. Mouse (Mus musculus) fibroblast – CT26.WT
(ATCC® CRL-2638™) non-living cancer cell in PBS
(Phosphate-buffered saline) 512x512 pixels imaged by AFM

Smaller fibroblast with two pseudopodia is
imaged with higher resolution and higher
enlargement in the second picture (Figure 2).
Both pictures were measured less than hour.
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Conclusion

Figure 2. Mouse (Mus musculus) fibroblast – CT26.WT
(ATCC® CRL-2638™) non-living cancer cell in PBS
1024x1024 pixels imaged by AFM

Many samples were measured to obtain
these images. Every measurement was
accompanied by problems which caused
repeating the experiment or setting up the
device again. You can still see many artefacts
in the image but these measurements were used
for force spectroscopy and precise targeting the
cell.
Force spectroscopy
Force spectroscopy can be measured in
several modes. We chose the basic one for
identify Young modulus. It started with
measuring the dependence of a vertical
deflection on the height of the tip for calculating
Young modulus by Hertz model.
A lot of data of force spectroscopy curves
were measured. However, we are not able to
calibrate the AFM. We could have calibrated it
on the surface of glass but it is too hard versus
very soft cantilever that Hertz model does not
work. It is necessary to find homogenous
material on micrometre scale with Poisson ratio
0.5 for small deformation. Before calibrating it
is not possible to publish any results.
We are searching for an available material
for calibrating the device. There is
mathematical model for force spectroscopy in
the software supplied by the seller but we want
to verify it with a known material. Adhesion
was observed but curves looked too differently
for every measuring.

Making images of non-living cells in liquid
by AFM was mastered. Measurement time of an
image of a cell is less than hour with resolution
1024 to 1024 pixels. It is requirement more time
for higher resolution. The size of measured cell
is limited by the microscope. Tips were used
soft because harder tips cannot respond to
feedback quickly and it can destroy the cell.
Non-living cells CT26.WT were good
choice to learn how to control and set up the
device. For calibrating, a better sample it must
be found.
Measuring a force spectroscopy curve and
calculating Young’s modulus at any point on
the cell takes several seconds. For numerical
determination of the Young's modulus, it has to
be known the exact geometry of the tip. It can
be provided by the dealer of cantilevers. The
next step is verifying the right depth of
injection. Only a membrane of the cells must be
measured. The results must not be burdened
with a gross error. The tip cannot injure a
membrane and repeated injections must give
the same results.

Further work
The next step in our work is optimization
of measurement to minimalize the time of
obtaining the images but keeping resolution. It
is necessary to measure living cells for research
and the acquisition of new information.
Then it is needed to verify the accuracy of
the measured results of the Young’s modulus
by comparison with the soft and defined
standard.
The ability of the cell to snap to the
laboratory glass will be dimmed and compared
with coated glasses. It will be important for
cells which they will not want to grab.
The final work of our project would be
imaging living cells and assigning Young’s
modulus for every pixel in our images. This
representation should be very beneficial in
today’s research and it could help us to
understand the issues of epilepsy.
Acknowledgements. This work was supported by Czech
Technical University’s foundation SVK 45/17/F7 and
SGS project No.: SGS17/157/OHK4/2T/17.
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Abstract: Fluorophores are chemical compounds that can re-emit light upon light excitation. In our organism,
we can find many types of bio-fluorophores. The most interesting is NADH that plays an important role in the
respiratory chain embedded in the mitochondria. Much pathology included cancer and others diseases in
human body is related to dysfunction of mitochondria and variation of ATP production.
Our motivation is to use NADH as a biomarker for cell’s viability. By preparing NADH in media of
various pH, we would determine the differences in their fluorescence emission spectra recorded using three
excitation wavelengths – 340nm, 350 and 365nm.
The fluorescence spectrum of the mixture of NADH with other two bio-fluorophores (pyridoxine and
tryptophan) was analyzed by deconvoluting SW GASPED, to recognize the contribution of NADH in this
spectrum. The all measurements were performed on a Shimadzu UV-3600 spectrophotometer and a
Fluoromax-4 fluorimeter. The important parameter of fluorescence, quantum yield, was also calculated. The
experiment and the analyses of fluorescence spectra were also applied to the yeast.

Introduction

Absorption spectra

The knowledge of cell viability is crucial
information for Photo-Dynamic Therapy
(PDT). One of the proposed methods to test cell
viability is to control Nicotinamide Adenine
Dinucleotide (NADH) concentration via its
fluorescence spectra. NADH is bio-fluorophore
playing an important role in the respiratory
chain embedded in the mitochondria to get
energy ATP. It emits light in the visible spectra
range with maximum at 460 nm when excited
at 340nm – 365 nm [1], [2]. Problem of
recognizing the NADH contribution from other
auto-fluorescence is the emitted light of some
bio-fluorophores such as Pyridoxine and
Tryptophan is in spectra region of NADH.
The motivation of this project is to find
supported tool for PDT. PDT could not only kill
the tumor cells, but also the healthy cells. For
that reason, we want to use the fluorescence of
NADH as a marker during PDT to verify
different cell types.

To determine the absorption maxima of
each bio-fluorophore, we measured their
absorbance with the spectrophotometer
Shimadzu UV 3600 where spectra can be
obtained for the entire range, from the
ultraviolet region to the near-infrared region,
with a high level of sensitivity and precision
[4].
The absorbance of NADH, Pyridoxine and
Tryptophan
(all
bio-fluorophore
were
developed by Sigma Aldridge) were measured
with a concentration according to their
concentration in cells diluted in puffer with pH
5, 6, 7 and 8. The result are shown in Figure 2.
We can see the different influences of pH to
different bio-fluorophores.

Figure 1. Endogenous bio-fluorophores [3]
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Quantum yield
The quantum yield is a parameter that
shows the ratio between emitted photons and
absorbed photons.
The quantum yield of NADH, Pyridoxine
and Tryptophan were calculated by relation: [5]
𝑄𝑌 = 𝑄𝑌𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑛2 𝐼𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑓
2
𝐴𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑓

(1)

Where:

Figure 2. Absorption spectra of NADH (A), Pyridoxine (B) and
Tryptophan (C) in media of various pH.

Emission spectra
By applying 3 different excitation
wavelengths, we have finally chosen the
excitation wavelength of 365 nm as our priority
because at this excitation wavelength we could
see the fluorescence of NADH dominates to the
fluorescence of Tryptophan and Pyridoxine.

Our Reference is BCECF (pH indicator)
n, nref
- Refraction index of solution
(in both case is 1.33)
I, Iref
- Integral of fluorescence biofluorophore and reference
A, Aref - Absorbance at emission
wavelength of bio-fluorophore and
reference
QYref = 0,95
This Equation (1) is valid for A  (0.01 –
0.05), so we need to use the graph function
of Absorbance A to Concentration (see Fig.
4).

Figure 4. Graph function absorbance to concentration of
NADH

Figure 3. Emission spectra of NADH, Pyridoxine and
Tryptophan in different pH media.

In the table 1. Are measured value of
absorbance A and intensity of fluorescence I for
absorption peaks of bio fluorophores in solvent with
pH7 for done concentration C.
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Table 1. Calculated QY under equation (1) for biofluorophores and experimental measured value of A and I
compare to the values of the literature[6] and [9]

Sample
BCECF
(ref)
NADH
Pyridox.
Trypt.

C[mM]

A340nm

I360-550nm

0,043

0,015

1,5.107

0,28
0,153
0,097

0,049
0,049
0,026

9,84.105
7,43.106
5,846.106

QY

QYliter.
0,95[9]

0,019
0,144
0,212

0,019
0,19
0,13

(In the literature, there was not specified the information about
source of NADH, Pyridoxine and Tryptophan)

The graph on fig. 4. gives information for
what the concentration of bio-fluorophores
NADH has to be for satisfying condition the
validity of relation (1) and confirms Lambert –
Beer law for the small concentration as well.
The same measurements were made for
Pyridoxine and Tryptophan. QY of biofluorophores were calculated only for one
concentration. Experimental measurements of
bio-fluorophores absorption as function of their
concentrations and values of pH is to see
differences in value of absorption and emission.
Therefore all value of QY were measured for
pH=7. In literature was not declare in which
conditions the values of QY were done.

Figure 5. Fluorescence of mixture compare to NADH,
Pyridoxine and Tryptophan

Mixture
Our sample mixture (represents a simple
model of cells) is composed of NADH,
Tryptophan and Pyridoxine. For pH 7 as in
organism, we tried two different excitation
wavelengths of 340 nm and 365 nm.
The fluorescence of our mixture at the
wavelength of 365 nm mainly corresponds to
NADH because as we already determine that at
this wavelength the fluorescence of NADH
dominates under fluorescence of Pyridoxine
and Tryptophan (see Figure 5A).
In excitation of the mixture by 340 nm
light,
the
fluorescence
corresponds
fluorescence of Pyridoxine (see Figure 5B).
The fluorescence spectra’s were analysed by
software GASPED [6] which calculates pure
fluorescence peaks of mixture compounds and
background level.
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Figure 6. Decomposition of emission spectrum of mixture

Figure 8. Difference of emission spectra of BY on time

Figure 6A, B and C show decomposition (by
using software GASPED) of the measured
fluorescence spectra of the mixture for different
concentrations of NADH, Pyridoxine and
Tryptophan.

Yeast
The results from simple mixture
fluorescence spectra were applied to analyse
fluorescence spectra of yeast. Yeasts are one of
the
simplest
eukaryotic
single-celled
microorganism to study. We want to find out
how metabolism of yeast influence its
fluorescence spectra by excitation wavelength
340 nm, 350 nm and 365 nm.
In Figures 7. and 8. are shown the measured
fluorescence spectra of Baker Yeast (BY)
diluted in distilled water (DW) and the same
sample with glucose 0.55 mol/l. Time
dependence of fluorescence of sample BY with
glucose excited by 340, 350 and 365 nm is
shown in Figure 9.

Figure 7. Emission spectra of Baker Yeast with and
without glucose

Figure 9. The progress of fluorescence to time

Results and conclusion
First important result is the influence of pH
medium on the fluorescence of biofluorophores. So, to analyse the emission
spectra, we should know if we could found the
acid-base
imbalance.
Different
biofluorophores have different excitation maxima.
By choosing the proper excitation wavelength
we could emphasize the fluorescence of biofluorophore that we want to know (in our case
is NADH).
The studies of quantum yield are important
for us to know the probability of the excited
state being deactivated by fluorescence rather
than by another, non-radiative mechanism.
The last experiment of this project is
analysing the fluorescence of the yeast with and
without glucose. After adding glucose, the yeast
starts its glycolysis then respiratory chain. In
the result of getting ATP, NADH is
dehydrogenated in to NAD+ (no fluorescence).
So, we could see that after adding glucose the
fluorescence is less than without glucose. The
oscillation in time dependence of fluorescence
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intensity corresponds with results published in
[8].
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Abstract: Physical stability of model biomembranes in form of vesicles is being investigated since vesicles
become a tool for simulations and research of biomembranes and their interactions with the environment or
other particles. In this study, we work with small unilamellar vesicles (SUV) composed of phospholipids POPC
and DOPS in different ratios and we optimized their preparation protocol. Physical stability of model
biomembranes as vesicles can be described as resistance to aggregation and biomembrane disruption. We used
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and fluorescence lifetime correlation spectroscopy (FLCS) as
suitable techniques to detect these phenomena by observing the diffusion of the fluorescent labels in vesicles.
Stability of vesicles was investigated in two steps - first with SUVs labelled by only one dye and next with
double-labelled vesicles. Obtained results showed that the stability is dependent on the composition of the
vesicles and by adjusting the POPC:DOPS ratio we can achieve up to 6 day stability.

Introduction
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
(FCS) is a highly sensitive technique used to
monitor diffusion behaviour and absolute
concentrations of detected particles. In wider
range it offers insight into the interaction
between biomolecules, their conformation
changes or changes of the environment. For
observing more complex systems with more
than one component, Fluorescence lifetime
correlation spectroscopy (FLCS) is suitable.
FLCS is advanced technique to FCS as it can
distinguish the contribution of two different
fluorescent particles in one solution based on
their lifetimes.
In the relation with the project, FLCS was
used to study the interaction between two
fluorescent dyes labelling the model
phospholipid biomembrane in form of vesicles.
However, the usage of FLCS is not limited just
to biomolecules or fluorescent dyes. Further
work will also require FLCS to study the
interaction between inorganic nanoparticles
and vesicles.
Physical
stability of
the
model
phospholipid bilayer (biomembrane) was tested
as preliminary work to the project studying the
interaction of diamond nanoparticles with
biomembranes. Model biomembranes were
prepared in form of small unilamellar vesicles
(SUV) which stability was then tested for

7 days. The term physical stability in time
refers to the period when the physical properties
of vesicles in solution stay unchanged. Since
the vesicles can aggregate or a permeation of
the biomembrane can occur, it is important to
know when we can expect their constant
behaviour. In case of aggregation of vesicles, or
even merging of them into larger vesicles and
resulting in larger size distribution, the
diffusion of the aggregates will be slower
compared to the single vesicles. The case of
membrane permeation can be detected by
technique leakage assay, when the dye is
encapsulated inside the vesicles and if the
membrane is damaged, the encapsulated
fluorescent dye will be released from the
vesicle and the faster diffusion of molecules of
the dye will be observed. Both cases can be
detected by FCS. The stability test is important
to validate the used method and obtained
results.

FCS theory
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
allows to measure diffusion coefficients and
concentration of the molecules and particles in
the solution. FCS is performed by observing the
intensity fluctuations in time [1]. These
fluctuations occur when fluorescent particles
are coming in and out of the very small
detection volume (~fl) formed by the laser
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beam and using confocal optics as shown in
Figure 2. Frequency, length, and amplitude of
the fluctuations are dependent on the
movement, brightness, and the number of the
diffusing fluorescent particles. FCS is very
sensitive and is suitable for low concentrations
(nM - pM). In fact, it cannot be performed if the
solution is too concentrated and there are many
fluorescent particles in the detection volume.
Less fluorophores result in more visible
fluctuations and more fluorophores result in
smaller fluctuations and more constant average
signal [1]. To analyse the intensity fluctuations,
the ACF (autocorrelation function) of the
fluorescence intensity is calculated by
〈𝐹(𝑡)𝐹(𝑡 + 𝜏)〉
. (1)
〈𝐹〉2
The angular brackets indicate a time average, F
is the fluorescence signal as a function of time,
and τ is the delay time [2].
As a result, the autocorrelation curve is
calculated, which shows dependency of
autocorrelation function G(τ) on the lag time τ.
𝐺(𝜏) =

Figure 1: Autocorrelation curve and how it changes depending
on sample properties. Slower diffusion will result in prolonging
the curve along the time axis and higher concentration will
cause decreasing the amplitude G0.

As shown in Figure 1, the time axis corresponds
to the diffusion time of fluorophores and the
correlation G(τ) axis corresponds to the
concentration of fluorophores.
Correlation curves can be approximated by
the simplest mathematical model
𝐺(0)
𝐺(𝜏) =
(2)
1 𝜏
(1 + 𝜏𝜏𝐷) √1 + 2 𝜏
𝑘 𝐷
where 𝑘 = 𝑤𝑧 is the ratio of the length z and
width w of the detection volume,  is the lag
time and D is the diffusion time related to the
diffusion coefficient D by eq. (3)

𝑘𝑇
,
(3)
6𝜋𝜂𝑟
Where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
temperature, η is the dynamic viscosity of the
solvent and r is the radius of the diffusing
particle.
The ACF curve is then described by two
parameters – amplitude G0 and diffusion time τ,
the time when the correlation decreases to ½.
Note that this model is derived for 3D diffusion
of point-like emitters and does not account for
excited-state reactions such as transition of
excited dye molecules to the triplet state.
Based on the obtained information from the
ACF fitting model we can assume on the
behaviour of the fluorophores, their
environment, and their interactions.
In case of more than one fluorescent
component in the sample, FLCS can be used to
separate them. In FLCS fluorophores are
distinguished based on their fluorescence
lifetime. Hence the fluorophores with different
lifetimes must be used while their spectra can
be overlapping. FLCS is combination of
methods FCS and Time correlated single
photon counting (TCSPC). The principle is
shown in Figure 2. First, we obtain curve of
decay of fluorescence for each fluorophore.
Based on the decay curves the filters are
calculated to filter photons of one fluorophore
while the autocorrelation curve for the second
fluorophore is calculated. One can continue the
analysis with the usual fitting of standard FCS
models. [3]
𝐷=

Materials and methods
Materials
1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-[phospho-Lserine] (sodium salt) (DOPS) and 1-palmitoyl2-oleoyl-sn- glycero-3-phosphocholine(POPC)
were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids.
Amount of 100 mg of each phospholipid was
dissolved in 4 ml of chloroform (LabScan),
aliquoted into 0.5 ml vials, and stored for later
use. 3,3’-dioctadecyloxacarbocyanine perchlorate (DiO) and Alexa FluorTM 488 NHS
Ester (abbreviated from here on as AF488)
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Figure 2: Scheme of the confocal setup for FCS measurement and principle of the FCS (upper part) and FLCS (bottom part) data
processing. For FCS, the ACF is calculated directly from the intensity fluctuations signal measured in confocal volume (left). For
FLCS, TCSPC patterns of both dyes and the background are measured, then the filters for both dyes and background are calculated
and the measured signal is separated into two intensity signals - contributions of every dye. ACF is again calculated from every intensity
fluctuations signal.

were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific.
Phosphate buffer saline (PBS) was
prepared from 8 g NaCl, 0.2 g KH2PO4, 1.27 g
Na2HPO4·12H2O in 1 l of deionised water with
1 ml 0,02% EDTA (Sigma-Aldrich).
Vesicle preparation
Model biomembranes were prepared in the
form of vesicles. The composition of the
phospholipid bilayer was a mixture of
phospholipids POPC and DOPS in the ratios
2:1, 3:1, and 4:1 (POPC:DOPS). Vesicles were
also labelled with fluorescent dyes DiO or
AF 488 or both. Since DiO is lipophilic dye, it
incorporates in the phospholipid bilayer and
stains the membrane itself. On the contrary, AF
488 does not bind to the membrane and labels
the vesicle inside its cavity.
Vesicles were prepared by extrusion. First,
the solution of phospholipids in chloroform was
dried on air so the chloroform evaporated and
phospholipids created a thin film on the bottom
of the test tube. For labelling the vesicles with
DiO, the dye was added to the solution of
phospholipids before drying in final
concentration 0.1 µM. Then 1 ml of phosphate
buffer with EDTA was then added to the dry
film and the mixture was well stirred. In case of
labelling vesicles with AF488, the dye is added

to the dry film together with the buffer in final
concentration 25 µM. In this point
phospholipids
spontaneously
form
multilamellar vesicles (MV) of various sizes.
MV in buffer are then pushed through PTFE
membrane forth and back 30-times. The
membrane used (Avestin) has 100 nm pores,
thus, via extrusion, small unilamellar vesicles
of diameter 100 nm are formed, with relatively
narrow size distribution. If AF 488 was added,
the dye that was not encapsulated in the vesicle
interior during extrusion needed to be removed
by dialysis so the AF 488 stays only inside the
vesicles and the outer solution is clear. The
dialysis was performed using 0.5 ml 3.5
MWCO dialysis cassettes (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) for 4 days while changing the clear
PBS buffer every day.
Table 1: Final concentration of chemicals in the samples. Final
volume of each sample was 0.5 ml. * Before dialysis. The
concentration of AF488 was calculated so there were 10
molecules of AF488 for one vesicle after dialysis.

Ratio
POPC:DOPS
POPC
DOPS
DiO
AF 488*

Final concentration (mM)
2:1
3:1
4:1
0.79
0.88
0.95
0.40
0.30
0.24
1.0∙10-4
1.0∙10-4 1.0∙10-4
25.0∙10-3

25.0∙10-3

25.0∙10-3
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Data analysis
A custom-written script in the MATLAB
R2015b environment was used for data
analysis. Curve recorded for one sample (300 s
long record) was divided into 10 equal time
sections and a partial correlation curve was
calculated from each section (30 s) according to
eq. (1) An example is shown in figure 3. Each
graph represent data from one measurement. It
is noticeable that the reference sample has all
FCS curves most similar to each other. Whereas
the FCS curves of sample of vesicles differ
because of the inhomogeneity of the sample.
Correlation curves were approximated by
simple diffusion mathematical model (eq. (2)).
A certain deviation from this mathematical

(ns)
10-4

0.15

10-3

10-2

reference

G( )

0.1

0.05

0

0.2

day 2
G( )

Instrumentation and measurement
Fluorescence experiments were carried out
using confocal microscope ConfoCor II (Carl
Zeiss) equipped with 475 nm laser and
upgraded with TCSPC capability as described
in [4].
After turning on, the microscope was left to
stabilize for at least 20 min to prevent thermal
drift during measurement. Then the focus and
output confocal aperture were automatically
adjusted by microscope control program using
the reference sample (10 nM AF488 in water).
Every day, a control FCS measurement of
standard sample (10 nM AF488) was performed
to check correct adjustment of the instrument.
We had samples of vesicles with ratios 2:1, 3:1
and 4:1 POPC:DOPS and these samples were
labelled either only by DiO or only by AF 488
or both DiO and AF 488, totalling 9 samples.
FCS for every sample was recorded twice a day
– morning and afternoon for 7 days.
Measurement time was 300 s for each sample
and each measurement was repeated three
times. It is convenient to measure the samples
at room temperature. Therefore, the samples
were left to thermalize for few minutes before
measurement after taking out of the fridge.

model can thus be expected, mainly because
SUVs prepared by extrusion are not
monodisperse and, unlike dissolved dye
molecules used for reference, labelled SUVs do
not represent a point-like emitter. However, a
stronger deviation of recorded data from the eq.
(2) would indicate aggregation and leakage of
encapsulated dye.

0.15
0.1
0.05
0
100
0.2

day 7
G( )

For measurement, samples were loaded
into 0.4 ml wells of chamber slides (Lab-Tek).
Leaving them in chamber slides, vesicles were
then stored in the fridge (~ 5 °C) in between the
measurements.

0.15
0.1
0.05
0
10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

(ns)

Figure 3: Comparison of the reference sample (10 nM AF 488)
and vesicle sample 3:1 (POPC:DOPS) with an encapsulated AF
488 inside (without DiO). Red mark indicates position of the
fitted diffusion time, length of error bars corresponds to the
value of ϵ. Since the τD of AF 488 is significantly shorter, the
time scale in the first graph is different to the others.

For representing the extent to which partial
correlation functions vary from their mean, we
chose a unitless parameter calculated as the
mean of standard deviations for each ,
mathematically defined as
𝜖 = ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝜎(𝐴𝑗 ) =

𝑁

𝑚

2
(𝐴𝑖,𝑗 − 𝐴𝑗̅ )
1
∑ √∑
,
𝑁
𝑚−1
𝑗=1

(4)

𝑖=1

Where 𝑥̅ denotes the mean value of 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑚 =
10 is the number of partial correlation curves
𝐴𝑖,𝑗 that are calculated at N points 𝜏𝑗 , 𝑗 ∈ 〈1, 𝑁〉.
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For the example shown in figure 2, 𝜖 = 1.72 ×
10−3 , 1.13 × 10−2 , and 2.25 × 10−2 for
reference sample, day 2, and day 7 (top to
bottom). These values are indicated by the red
error bar in the graph.

Results and discussion
Aggregation and dye leakage
Stability was tested for three sets of
samples of different ratios of phospholipids
POPC:DOPS (2:1, 3:1, 4:1). Final test samples
were labelled by AF 488 inside the vesicle with
no membrane label.
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Figure 4: ACFs of samples 3:1 and 4:1 and reference AF 488
for all 7 days of experiment. Points in the graph represent
recorded data (average of all partial curves), lines represent
approximation by model eq.2, error bars show corresponding
values of ϵ. With the exceptions of days 1 and 6, correlation
recorded with reference sample overlay very well. Also, the
variation of partial correlation curves is minute. Compared to
the reference sample, results yielded for labelled SUVs are
rather random. Since the τD of AF 488 is significantly shorter,
the time scale in the first graph is different to the others.

Samples with ratio 3:1 and 4:1
(POPC:DOPS) proved better stability than the
2:1. Stability was evaluated based on changes

in diffusion time and the overall difference
between the ACF curves represented by ϵ.
Figure 4 shows the evolution of the ACF
curves for seven days. To avoid the
misinterpretation the data, the reference sample
was also evaluated every day. Reference
sample should show the same behaviour every
day and the ACF curves should overlay
perfectly as well as the error function displayed
as error bar should be negligible (in Figure 4 –
day 2 to 5), otherwise the setting of the
instrument was not performed properly (in
Figure 4 - day 1 and 6). However, these
instrumentational errors turn out later after all
measurements are finished and we must take
them in mind while evaluating the data. In that
case we can exclude the measurement on the
first day since there is a substantial difference
of the ACF curve from the others.
The correlation curves of samples are more
diverse in comparison with the results obtained
with the reference sample. Therefore, it can be
concluded that these variations reflect the
nature of SUV samples. The results indicate
variation in size distribution in the course of the
experiment, which can be caused by vesicle
aggregation and precipitation.
The recorded data do not significantly
deviate from the model, thus, no substantial dye
leakage was observed during the observation
period of 7 days. However, the maximum of the
ACF function G0 had descending tendency over
the 7 days. This change was most probably
caused by the instrumentation and not by
sample itself as the same behaviour was noticed
even with standard sample.
The most random results were obtained for
the sample 2:1 (POPC:DOPS). Furthermore,
the ACF of the 2:1 sample was notably different
on seventh day from all previous days.
Accordingly, we can assume that this sample
was least stable.
Overall, the results are more random and
unpredictable on the first day when the samples
are prepared. It can be improved by letting the
samples sit longer before first measurement or
put the samples in the fridge overnight and use
them the second day.
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Figure 5: Each graph displays the changes of particle number
1/G(0) (Black), diffusion time τD (red) and error function ϵ
(green) for 7 days for every sample. You can see that the sample
2:1 (POPC:DOPS) went through the most significant changes.

Diffusion of dual-labelled vesicles observed by
FLCS
Changes in diffusion of membraneassociated dye (often a labelled lipid analog
such as DiI or DiO) can be assigned to induced
aggregation whereas leakage of a hydrophilic
dye encapsulated in the liposome interior can be
used to monitor changes in membrane
permeation or even to give an approximate
information about the pore size by using dyes
with different sizes of molecules. In studies of
model membrane interactions, it is very useful
to be able to monitor diffusion of both
hydrophilic and lipophilic dye simultaneously.
This can be achieved for example by FLCS
described above. In addition to the liposome
stability test using SUVs labelled solely by
hydrophilic dye, we performed initial FLCS
measurements on dual-labelled liposomes.
Figure 6 shows the comparison of correlation

curves recorded for liposomes labelled either by
lipophilic DiO (filled blue dots), or by
hydrophilic AF 488 (filled red dots), with the
results of FLCS analysis of a single
measurement on dual-labelled sample.
Correlation curve obtained using filter
corresponding to DiO is shown as blue empty
triangles, and the curve associated to AF 488
diffusion is shown as red empty triangles.
As all three samples had the same
composition and were prepared the same way,
all four curves would be identical in an ideal
case. In reality, variations can occur mainly due
to a) limitations of the vesicle preparation
process, b) the fact that membrane-associated
dye exhibit slightly different sub-diffusion than
hydrophilic dye, and c) the fact that there is still
some free (fast diffusing) hydrophilic dye
dissolved in the buffer outside the vesicles after
imperfect dialysis.
For both FLCS and plain FCS results, the
amplitude of ACF curves corresponding to
AF 488 is higher compared to the ACF
corresponding to DiO. The shapes of the
correlation curves are similar to some extent.
However, the distortion in the correlation curve
obtained by FLCS for AF 488 gives the results
unusable for quantitative fitting analysis. The
FLCS correlation curve for DiO is distorted as
well but already eligible for fit. Origin of the
oscillations remains unclear. It is known that
mechanical vibrations or electromagnetic
interference during measurement can cause
oscillations superimposed on the correlation
curve. The oscillations observed in our
experiments, however, appear only as a result
of statistical data processing of FLCS data. If
the same data are processed by plain FCS
analysis, i.e., all recorded photons are treated as
identical, regardless they are emitted by DiO or
AF 488, the resulting correlation curve is free
of the distortion (not shown). Yet we did not
study the effect and the influence of FLCS
processing systematically. It can be done by
varying experimental conditions, e.g., adjusting
the
hydrophilic
and
lipophilic
dye
concentration ratio.
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Figure 6: Comparison of FCS measurement of vesicles labelled
by DiO (blue filled dots) or AF 488 (red filled dots) and FLCS
measurement of vesicles labelled by both DiO (blue empty
triangles) and AF 488 (red empty triangles). Bottom graph then
shows comparison in which the amplitudes of correlation
curves obtained from FLCS analyses were matched results of
plain FCS.

Conclusion and future work
We tested physical stability of the model
biomembranes in form of vesicles. The test was
mainly focused on two phenomena –
aggregation/merging of vesicles and dye
leakage from inside of the vesicles. In
summary, we optimized the sample
composition (POPC to DOPS ratio,
composition of buffer solution and dye
concentration), preparation protocol, and FCS
measurement procedure to obtain decent
correlation data. We found out that during each
measurement day the correlation data are well
reproducible on a time scale of minutes to
hours. However, data recorded with the same
sample after several days are not directly
comparable with high precision, even though
the measurement setup is properly adjusted.
This means that, with the used instrumentation
and methodology, only major, i.e., qualitative
changes in vesicle size distribution can be
reliably monitored. Unlike the diffusion

parameters, no notable variation of recorded
ACF shape indicating dye leakage was
observed during 6 days of observation. This
would mean that the membrane forming SUVs
do not degrade end leakage does not occur even
during merging.
As a conclusion we can say, that the
labelled vesicles can be stored in the fridge for
up to 6 days and still be usable for observation
of relative changes of diffusion parameters.
FLCS measurement of dual-labelled vesicles
still needs to be improved to obtain reliable data
from both dyes. We will study the influence of
the sample composition (such as the
concentration ratio of the lipophilic and
hydrophilic dye) and instrument settings on the
distortion observed in ACF after FLCS
analysis. Further, we will repeat the
measurement with contemporary commercial
measurement setup MicroTime 200 (PicoQuant
GmbH) now available in our laboratory.
The findings presented in this paper are of
significant
practical
importance
for
experimental studies of interaction between
biologically relevant molecules and model
membrane system in the form of unilamellar
liposomes. Our intention is to use SUVs and
FCS for studies of membrane interaction with
inorganic nanoparticles with various size and
shapes.
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Abstract: Our research aims to further describe a behavior of the cytoskeletal structures, which are currently
still not thoroughly known, although their primary function for the organism. I focused on the description of
the mechanical properties of the biopolymer molecules and investigation of the motor proteins kinesin-14
HSET in vitro with the help of optical tweezer and total internal microscopy. Optical tweezers is a technique,
which can trap with high accuracy microscopic sized particles or whole living cells merely using focused
coherent light. Combining with fluorescent microscopy is possible to monitoring its effects via single molecule
fluorescence and obtain important information about position and size of the studied object. It became a very
important measuring system for many biophysics assessments. The force spectroscopy provided by optical
tweezers is able to obtain forces in the range from few pN to hundreds and help us reveals the internal
unresolved questions. The mentioned kinesin-14 HSET is an important protein occurring during the process
of cell division, ensuring overlap of two microtubules of the mitotic spindle. The resulting overlap is reduced
by the movement of kinesins motors, they possibly create weak entropic forces, which act against the direction
of motion and decelerate it.

Time-resolved luminescence spectroscopy of core -shell
nanodiamonds
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Abstract: This work presents the study of fluorescent lifetime heterogeneity of nitrogen-vacancy centres in
fluorescent diamond nanoparticles. The thesis also introduces the methodology developed for measurement
and evaluation of heterogeneity of luminescence properties of nanodiamonds using single-particle timeresolved luminescence measurements based on Time Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC). The
dependence of the luminescence lifetime of nanodiamonds on refractive index of the surrounding environment
is discussed as well. Same method is applied on core-shell nanodiamonds of the same type, coated in silica
shells of various thicknesses, created by a novel approach, which allows a comparison with the source diamond
nanoparticles. First part of the thesis includes theoretical overview of nanodiamond material and its
classification, fluorescent nitrogen-vacancy defects and their fluorescence properties as well as their synthesis.
Following part of the thesis describes used experimental methods and measurements procedures in singleparticle measurements. Optimal measurement conditions and methodology of sample preparation and substrate
purification are demonstrated and evaluated to meet requirements such as single nanodiamond crystal
distribution. Then the number of NV centres in measured particles was studied through observation of photon
antibunching. Multiple NV centres in examined nanodiamonds were observed. Single-particle measurements
were performed on greater populations of selected nanodiamonds in order to determine and assess fluorescence
lifetime heterogeneity of nanodiamonds. Effect of the change of refractive index of surrounding media on
fluorescence intensity and lifetime was investigated. The influence of refractive index of surrounding media
on fluorescence intensity of NV centres showed to be a function of various defined factors. It was confirmed
that fluorescence lifetime of nanodiamonds decreases in presence of the surrounding environment with
increasing refractive index.
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Abstract: Contrast sensitivity examination can provide important information about visual capabilities of
individuals, which may be neglected in standard visual acuity testing. It provides information on the ability of
the observer to distinguish between two objects with a certain contrast.
Deterioration of this ability can be caused pathologically e.g. by glaucoma or cataracts. Influence of each
optical element of the optical system, including glasses or (intraocular) lens is significant as well. With these
vision corrections, it is desirable to investigate the contrast sensitivity using several spatial frequencies, due to
the different modulation transfer functions of the individual optical elements. The digital chart which enables
setting arbitrary spatial frequency or testing distance depending on the used algorithm was used for
investigating of contrast sensitivity. This study focuses on the design and evaluation of algorithms for digital
optotype proposed mainly for examination of the properties of intraocular lenses.

Introduction
A standard clinical examination of vision is
based on reading letters of different sizes on a
chart (Snellen chart) [1]. The black letters on
the white background result in the contrast very
close to 100 %.
However, almost no object has such a high
contrast in the everyday life. A good example
of a scene with very small values of the contrast
is a car moving in the foggy weather. In this
case, drivers use additional fog lamps to
increase the contrast between the car and the
background to render the vehicle visible to
oncoming drivers.
Nevertheless, there may be a situation
when unlit objects are present on the road such
as pedestrians, animals or a car without lights
turned on. Quick recognition of a low contrast
object by the driver is an essential requirement
for a road safety. While standard driving license
vision exam tests the ability to read small, high
contrast letters, it does not reveal potential
inability to distinguish low contrast object.
This example demonstrates the importance
of the contrast sensitivity testing. A wide range
of contrast sensitivity tests has been developed.
As the evaluation of current contrast sensitivity
tests proved, the results from different types of
tests vary significantly thus they are not
interchangeable [2].

We report a robust contrast sensitivity test
with acceptable demands on the tested subjects.
Contrast sensitivity testing can be both
physically and psychologically demanding.
Therefore, it was crucial to create and optimize
contrast threshold-seeking algorithm providing
reliable results, but not overly time demanding
to prevent the observers from fatigue and to its
associated loss of concentration.
Created testing procedure of contrast
sensitivity used in digital optotype was
particularly developed for testing of intraocular
lenses. The main goal was to develop the
reliable and efficient contrast sensitivity
assessment procedure applicable in different
light conditions and aimed especially at the
patients with implanted intraocular lenses.

Methods
Threshold-seeking algorithm
It was necessary to ensure that the test
provides reliable data with a satisfactory level
of repeatability – those were fundamental
requirements for the test. To achieve this goal,
research of psychophysiological methods was
conducted and a threshold-seeking algorithm
based on the Staircase method was developed.
The Staircase method is an adaptive
psychophysiological method. The initial
decrease of the intensity or the contrast is
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relatively steep with the aim to achieve the first
negative response earlier. When the negative
response is given, the value of the stimulus is
increased to the level with the last positive
response. The process is repeated with still
smaller differences to establish the threshold [3,
4].
Figure 2. Used stimuli for the Landolt C test (left) and the
Customized sine wave grating test (right)

Figure 1. The typical progress of a test with staircase algorithm
displayed after completion of the test – the black dots represent
reverse points (the third consequential correct answer after a
false one or a false answer after a correct one)

The test was implemented in Python 3.4
using PyGame 1.9.2 and Numpy 1.11.0
libraries. The PyGame library was used to
create graphical user interface whereas Numpy
provided advanced mathematical operations.
Luminance of the display was adjusted to
85 cd∙m-2 as recommended by The Committee
on Vision (National Research Council, 1980)
[5]. The values were checked by the Datacolor
Spyder5ELITE Display Calibration System.
This system was used for calibrating of the
display as well.
The mesopic conditions were simulated by
Precision Vision Mesopic Glasses 3 cd∙m-2. The
glare was realized by two white LED panels
(both consisted of 5 diodes) fasten to the
display.
Used stimuli are shown in Figure 2. Edges
of the stimuli for both types were defocused to
ensure that the observer cannot detect
orientation from the edges (with higher spatial
frequency).

Testing of algorithms
The next phase included testing of the
algorithms in the group of volunteers and
subsequent statistical evaluation of the data.
The observers responded to stimuli by
pressing the key to match the presented
orientation of the sine wave grating or Landolt
C respectively. Prior to testing, it was reminded
to every subject that the completion time is not
determinative in the test. However, duration
times of each test were measured automatically
on the background to evaluate time demands of
the tests.
A test was conducted on the group of
thirteen young healthy subjects (age between 20
and 30 years) with corrected vision. The test
consisted of the three subtests: Landolt C test
employing Staircase algorithm and stimulus
shown in Figure 2 on the left, our Customized
test with Staircase algorithm and stimulus
displayed in Figure 2 on the right and the digital
version of commercially available CSV-1000E
test used as the reference.
Repeatability testing
To evaluate the consistency of the results
given by staircase algorithms, the Landolt C
and sine wave tests were repeated by three
volunteers five times each.
The Forced-Choice method was used for
these examinations (subject was required to
always provide an answer). Afterwards, the
whole series of the test was repeated with the
option not to answer.
Standardization
The digitalized chart was optimized to
meet recommendations of American Academy
of Ophthalmology Task Force Consensus
Statement for Extended Depth of Focus
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Intraocular Lenses. The recommendations are
defined for mesopic conditions. The following
list summarizes the recommendations (in
italics) and our approach to meet them.

difference between the smallest and highest
score).
2,5







2,0
1,5

logCS

Used spatial frequencies should be 1.5, 3.0,
6.0 and 12.0 cpd (3.0, 6.0, 12.0 and 18.0 cpd
for photopic conditions). – We used 1.5, 3.0,
6.0, 12.0 and 18.0 for all measurements.
Ends of linear gratings must be blurred to
avoid edge detection. – Edges of all stimuli
were
blurred
in
GIMP
2.8.
The contrast of the gratings should use the
Michelson definition and maintain an
average spatial luminance of 2.7 cd∙m-2 for
mesopic conditions. Mesopic light levels can
be achieved by neutral density filters, which
results in a recommended luminance in the
range of 2.5-3.2 cd∙m-2. – The luminance of
3 cd∙m-2 was achieved by using Precision
Vision Mesopic Glasses 3 cd∙m-2. Average
luminance of 85 cd∙m-2 for photopic
conditions was set as recommended by The
Committee on Vision (National Research
Council, 1980) [32]. The values were
confirmed by the Datacolor Spyder5ELITE
Display Calibration System.
Testing must be performed with and without
glare. – All measurements in mesopic
conditions were performed with and without
glare simulated by two strips of four white
LEDs.
An application of the glare should decrease
contrast sensitivity significantly (e.g. by
0.1 log units) at least at one tested frequency
(for young adult subjects with no pathology).
– The application of the glare in the
Customized test resulted in average
decrement of the logCS in the tested group
by 0.11 of log units.

1,0
0,5
0,0
1

2

3

Subject number

Customized (with FC)

Customized (without FC)

Landolt C (with FC)

Landolt C (without FC)

Figure 3. Comparison of results given by each method – results
from the tests employing and not employing Forced-choice did
not differ statistically (for Landolt C p = 0.27 and Customized
test p = 0.12)

The fifth and sixth bars were added for the
comparison with the results of CSV-1000E test
acquired from the testing of algorithms
described in the following chapter. The sixth
bar marked with an asterisk symbol contains
unprocessed data – it means that the
significantly lower results of CS were caused
probably by an accidental error of the subject
were not eliminated.
1,0
0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6

ΔlogCS



0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0,0

To briefly summarize the list, our
digitalized chart should meet all the
recommendations
together
with
the
recommendations of The Committee on Vision.

Results
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the results
obtained from each method. Figure 4 displays
comparison of interval width of results (the

Customized (with FC)
Landolt C (with FC)
CSV-1000E (processed)

Cusomized (without FC)
Landolt C (without FC)
CSV-1000E (unprocessed*)

Figure 4. Comparison of the average interval width of results
obtained from each method – the graph demonstrates the
significant difference between consistency of the results of the
Staircase method (Customized, Landolt C tests) and Method
of Limits (CSV-1000E) which requires further post-processing
of the data
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Results comparison
First, we compared results obtained
from the three subtests as shown in Figure 5.
The values did not differ statistically among the
subtests for the light conditions (p-values for
the conditions: photopic: 0.30, mesopic: 0.13
and mesopic with glare: 0.18).
2,5

Landolt C
CSV-1000E (3 cpd)
Customized (3 cpd)

2

logCS

1,5

1

0,5

0
Photopic

Mesopic

Mesopic with glare

Figure 5. Graphical comparison of the averages of the assessed
contrast sensitivity values – the values among the tests did not
differ statistically and differed among light conditions

Second, it was important to establish,
whereas there is the statistical difference among
the results obtained in different light conditions.
As in the analysis of subtests, two-sample t-test
(with equal or unequal variances depending on
F-test results) was used. The test confirmed that
the values differ on the level of significance
α = 0.05.

Conclusion
The main goal of this thesis was to create a
robust contrast sensitivity test with acceptable
demands on the tested subjects.
After research of the actual contrast
sensitivity tests and the psychophysiological
methods used for threshold determination, the
contrast sensitivity test employing the sine
wave grating and the Staircase method was
created.
Further improvement of the created test
could be performed by reducing number of
reverse points used for the calculation of the
contrast threshold. For instance, instead of a
reduction from six to four reverse points should
bring the decrement of average completion time

by approximately one third. Implementation of
a less strict form (e.g. “1 Up / 2 Down” or even
“1 Up / 1 Down” rule instead of used “1 Up / 3
Down”) of the Staircase algorithm might be
beneficial as well. However, these adaptations
might bring a slight decrement of results
consistency.
Objective evaluation of the intraocular lens
was the main motivation for this work. The
created contrast sensitivity test was
implemented into a digitalized chart used for
the testing of patients with visual disorders
especially cataract and presbyopia.
According to the statistical analysis of the
results, the developed contrast sensitivity test
should be suitable for the contrast sensitivity
examinations. The test provides results with
solid repeatability and it can be simply
modified for needs of a specific evaluation.
Acknowledgements. This work was supported by Czech
Technical University’s foundation SVK 45/17/F7.
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Abstract: In this paper, a characterization of a table-top sized soft x-ray (SXR) source based on a Z-pinch
capillary discharge in nitrogen and operating at He-like nitrogen wavelength of λ = 2.88 nm is presented.
Measurements of pulse length and calculations of SXR photon flux have been carried out, the measurements
were realized with respect to a nitrogen pressure in a range from 30 Pa to 350 Pa. Since the “water window”
spectral region provides a natural contrast between oxygen and carbon absorption length, our SXR source
emitting at λ = 2.88 nm is suitable for biological imaging.

Introduction
The soft X-ray (SXR) radiation is widely
used in science, biomedicine and industry.
The “water window” wavelengths from 2.3 nm
to 4.4 nm (280 – 540 eV) are suitable
for biological imaging since biological material
(e.g. proteins) absorbs in the “water window”
spectral range whereas water is relatively
transparent [1, 2] as depicted in Figure 1.

Moreover, the known laboratory SXR
sources based on Z-pinch capillary discharge
use gaseous
nitrogen
targets
[11-16].
The generation of plasma is achieved by a high
current discharge in ceramic capillary.
The current discharge in nitrogen gas induces
the Lorentz force, which radially compresses
the nitrogen
resulting
quick
increase
of the plasma density and temperature [11].
The Z-pinch capillary discharge is illustrated in
Figure 2 with marked magnetic field B
and flowing current I.
The generated emission spectrum consists
of few spectral peaks in the “water window”
range with maximum at 2.88 nm,
which corresponds to the 1s2-1s2p transition
in the He-like nitrogen [15].

Figure 1. Absorption length for SXR in water and generic
protein as a function of photon wavelength with marked
oxygen, nitrogen and carbon absorption edges [3].

The SXR sources are sized in a range from
large synchrotron facilities [4] to table-top
laboratory systems [2], which require
generation of hot dense plasma. The table-top
setups based on laser-induced plasma
may work with various different targets, e.g.
targets made of gaseous argon [5], liquid argon
[6], and gaseous [7] or liquid nitrogen
targets [8, 9]. Furthermore, solid-state yttrium
was used as a laser-induced plasma targets
for SXR transmission microscopy as well [10].

Figure 2. Z-pinch schematic, I is current, B represents
magnetic field. a) Current is applied, magnetic field is induced.
b) The Lorentz force compresses the gas. c) The plasma
becomes hotter and denser while compressing. It will continue
until the plasma pressure equals the magnetic pressure (Zpinch).

This work was focused on a characterization of a table-top “water window” SXR
source, which is based on Z-pinch capillary
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discharge in nitrogen gas. The temporal SXR
radiation power profile and photon flux were
measured for various nitrogen pressures. In
addition, SXR photon flux was calculated
from the acquired data.

Experimental setup
SXR source
Plasma is generated by a current discharge
through
ceramic
capillary
(Al2O3).
The capillary has a length of 10 cm
and an inner diameter of 3.2 mm filled
with nitrogen gas. A ceramic capacitor bank
with a maximum capacity of 21 nF is pulse
charged up to 90 kV by March-Fitch generator.
The capacitor bank is discharged by a selfbreakdown spark-gap afterwards. The damped
sine shape discharge current has maximum
amplitude of ~ 30 kA with a 150 ns half-period.
In order to assure a stable Z-pinch discharge,
uniform conducting channel is established
using a 3 μs long pulse with a current of 35 A
as a pre-ionization.
The charging
circuit
is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Charging circuit scheme [11].

Furthermore, the capillary is filled
with nitrogen
through
a
small
hole
in the grounded electrode. In addition,
the capillary hole acts as a SXR radiation exit.
The working gas with pressure from 30 Pa
to 350 Pa is separated from the vacuum with
a 3 orders pressure lower by a 0.8 mm aperture
which is 3 mm from the capillary exit as it is
illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Capillary plasma driver scheme.

In order to reduce electromagnetic noise,
the system is placed in duralumin housing.
Biodegradable oil isolating the charging circuit
and capacitor bank is used to avoid unwanted
breakdowns.
Measurement
The nitrogen pressure was measured using
a Pirani cold cathode transmitter, the discharge
current was recorded by a Rogowski coil.
The photon flux as well as the pulse length was
monitored by AXUV PIN diode with
a sensitivity of 0.26 A/W. A 2.2 mm aperture
was placed in front of the PIN diode.
The distance between the capillary aperture and
the 2.2 mm PIN diode aperture was 215 mm.
The titanium ﬁlter with thickness of 800 nm
was used to separate the spectral line 2.88 nm.
The used filter transmission at 2.88 nm was
0.2658 [17]. The measurement scheme is
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Measurement scheme.

The temporal SXR radiation power profile
and the pulse length were recorder for various
nitrogen pressures from 30 Pa to 350 Pa
for discharge current fixed at 22.7 – 25.9 kA.
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The measurement was repeated ten times
for each
nitrogen
pressure.
Therefore,
the photon flux was calculated by numerical
integration of 10 single-shot pulses.

Results

nitrogen pressure. The calculated SXR photon
flux with respect to the nitrogen pressure is
presented in Figure 9. It is clear, the maximum
value of photons was obtained for the pressure
of 51 Pa with the result of 3.7·1012 photons/(sr.pulse).

The
temporal
current
profile
for the nitrogen discharge produced plasma
with respect to the nitrogen pressure is depicted
in Figure 6. The SXR radiation power profile in
the pressure range from 30 to 350 Pa is shown
in Figure 7. For the sake of clarity, results for
selected nitrogen pressures are presented.
The discharge current decrease visible
in Figure 6 indicates the point of Z-pinch.
It is clear, the discharge current decrease
corresponds with the XUV power rising edge in
Figure 7.
Figure 8. SXR pulse FWHM length dependence
on the nitrogen pressure.

Figure 6. Temporal discharge current profile for various
nitrogen pressures.
Figure 9. SXR photon flux dependence on nitrogen pressure.

Conclusion

Figure 7. SXR radiation power for the discharge current fixed
at 22.7 – 25.9 kA.

Figure 8 shows the average SXR pulse
length at FWHM in a dependence on the

In conclusion, the work presents the
characterization of the table-top SXR source
operating at 2.88 nm by means of SXR power,
pulse length (FWHM), and photon flux. The
source is based on Z-pinching discharge in the
ceramic Al2O3 capillary filled with nitrogen
gas. The measurement of SXR radiation power,
pulse length (FWHM), and photon flux
calculation was carried out with respect
to the nitrogen pressure in range from 30 Pa
to 350 Pa.
As Figure 9 indicates, the highest value
of photons with wavelength λ = 2.88 nm
is generated for the nitrogen pressure of 51 Pa.
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The corresponding measured SXR photon flux
was 3.7·1012 photons/(sr.pulse). The pulse
length at FWHM was 60 ns for the pressure
of 51 Pa. The overall results are summarized in
Table 1.
Table 1. Measured parameters of the capillary discharge SXR
source with current amplitude fixed at 22.7 – 25.9 kA
and nitrogen pressure of 51 Pa.

Parameter
Photon flux
Energy
Pulse length

Measurement
3.7·1012 photons/(sr.pulse)
256 μJ/(sr.pulse)
60 ns (FWHM)

In addition, the known sources working
at the wavelength λ = 2.88 nm based
on discharge produced plasma generate photon
flux in order from 1012 [15] to 1013 photons/
(sr.pulse) [11, 14, 16]. On the contrary, the upto-date laser induced plasma sources operating
at 2.88 nm deliver photon flux in the order
of 1010 photons/(sr.pulse) [5].
Due to the generated wavelength within the
“water window” range, the demonstrated
source is suitable for transmission microscopy
of biological samples.
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Abstract: ELI-beamlines is a project aiming to build a laser with expected peak power of 10 petawatt. The
facility is designed to attain the highest peak power in the world. The aim of this study is to design a part of a
controlling subsystem that will facilitate the alignment of the pulse compressor, which is the last stage of ELI
laser. The alignment tool is based on phase-check of the beam. The subsystem will be an important tool to
align the compressor. It leads a part of the laser beam after passing through the four-way reflection grating
compression to an interferometer in order to ensure the precision of their alignment. We designed the first
model in CAD program Autodesk Inventor. Currently we model stress simulations. The design will be
accommodated accordingly, in order to minimize its oscillations at low frequencies. The construction requires
self-oscillations to be higher than 100 Hz in order not to bias the laser beam. There is also high risk of important
unwanted changes of the beam properties by changing the path-length. The design therefore necessitates
simulations and tests in order to address the heat expansion stability on the order of micrometers over the predefined temperature operational range. The proposed design of the alignment tool is presented in this paper.

Introduction
ELI-beamlines is a project aiming to build
the laser facility with the peak power of 10
petawatts [1]. The facility is designed to have
the highest peak power in the world. With
higher laser power, however, many new
challenges arise that do not occur or are
negligible in previous generation lasers [1-5].
These challenges also involve, among other
things, the overall minimal possible deviation
in optical parts adjustments [4]. Therefore, new
ideas and new designs of the adjustment tools
are required in order to achieve the projected
specifications.
Our work pertains to the proper alignment
of the pulse compressor and thereby attainment
of the highest peak power of 10 petawatts.
Pulse compressor is the last stage of the ELI
laser (fig. 1). After the compression of the pulse
in the pulse compressor the laser beam goes
directly to the experimental chamber where
users carry out their experiments. Its function is
to compress (i.e. shorten in time domain) the
original amplified chirped pulse. We use here
the nowadays well-known technique of highpower laser beam amplification known as
Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA). Chirping
pulse here refers to the process of lengthening

in time the original low power laser pulse
generated by an oscillator by stretching it with
respect to its wavelength. The CPA opens
possibilities to amplify pulse significantly more
than it would with original short pulse due to
the fluence reduction and thus overcoming
damage thresholds of optical parts such as
optical crystals. [2, 3]
The amplified pulse, however, requires to
be compressed in time to the desired length. To
achieve that one employs a pulse compressor.
The pulse compressor principle is based on
inducing different path-lengths for different
wavelengths. This can be achieved through
insertion of a couple of diffraction gratings in
the beam path. The laser pulse wave package is
diffracted according to the wavelengths of each
part of it, resulting in different path-lengths of
each colour [6]. Law of diffraction at a grating
can easily be derived as (1) [6].
(1)
𝑚𝜆 = 𝑑(sin 𝛼 + sin 𝛽),
where λ is the wavelength, m is the diffraction
order, α is the incidence angle, β is the
reflection angle.
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Figure 1. The schematicof laser beam passage through laser
generator. At the beginning there is a short low energy pulse
generated by the oscillator (left-top corner). Subsequently,
after the pulse is chirped and amplified, the pulse goes to the
pulse compressor where two diffraction gratings shorten the
pulse back in time resulting in short high peak power pulse.

The aim of this study is to design part of the
controlling subsystem that will facilitate the
alignment of the pulse compressor, which is the
last stage of ELI laser. The alignment tool is
based on phase-check of the beamafter passing
through the four-way reflection grating
compression. Hence, it is of utmost importance

to ensure the alignment precision of the Littrow
configuration compressor gratings [1, 4].
Therefore, we propose to employ a Fizeau
interferometer. The designed subsystem leads a
small portion of the laser beam to the
interferometer. It is very important to not to
change the characteristics of the tested laser
beam sample before the interference
measurement can be taken. Another caveat that
needs to be addressed in the proper design is a
high risk of important unwanted biases in the
beam
properties
through
path-length
deviations. The system design therefore,
necessitates being stable and robust with
respect to heat expansion on the order of units
of micrometers [2, 3] within the pre-defined
operational temperature range.

Methods
In this study we proceeded by the routine
procedure for designing new parts for laser that
is used in ELI.
After designing preliminary solutions we
virtually modelled them using CAD
programme Autodesk Inventor Professional

2015. The model precision is expected on the
order of units of a micrometer. In the next
computing phase we calculate real technical
parameters that the construction will have.
After the modelling phase the project is
taken to Ansys programme, where finite
element method is calculated for stress
simulations. Strain to the virtual model is
applied and deformations based on these strains
are calculated. These computations are needed
to determine the best material and ideal
dimensions of parts that don't already have their
parameters specified; such as thickness of the
material and smaller shape details of the
construction that has major influence on its
stability. These calculations can also reveal
major mistakes in the main ideas throughout the
whole design process.
Should such a case occur, the design is then
modified accordingly in order to minimize
oscillations at lower frequencies and maximize
overall construction stability.
After the successful computing phase, the
construction is produced and installed to the
laser system.
There are some specific parameters set
from ELI research team that this process starts
with. One of them is the placement. The
construction leads the laser beam that is
approximately 2 meters above the ground to an
optical table that is approximately one meter
above the ground. This parameter can vary
based on manufacturer's quotes. It's set that the
subsystem will be placed on the optical table so
the minimal height is one meter. Inside the
framework there is a path of the laser beam that
is reflected by a pair of 6-inch mirrors, thus the
minimal size of the main framework is also set
to 6 inches. The overall self-oscillation of the
framework is another parameter fixed by the
ELI data sheet: it has to be higher than 100 Hz.
Also the whole framework must be robust
enough to heat expansion. The system can’t
band or twist with temperature changes. It must
be robust to offer stable static support of the
mirror, so the mirror will not rotate more than
units of microradians. The material has already
been selected to be either aluminium or
hardened steel.
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Results
After choosing from proposed designs the
main framework was chosen to be trellis of
metal either from aluminium or hardened steel.
Join bars will be under 60° angle to each other.
Base will be square shaped similarly as the
profiles of each bar. Each bar will be hollow for
lighter weight. This model was designed in
CAD Autodesk Inventor 2015 with defined
length and defined minimal diagonal size of the
framework's inner space to fit in a 6-inch mirror
(see fig. 2).

after the second reflection from the second
mirror that is also placed inside the
construction. The second mirror will be
attached to the optical table unlike the first
mirror.

Figure 3. A screenshot taken from programme Autodesk
Inventor 2015 shows the base main framework design after
altering the original from fig. 2. This construction will hold one
6-inch mirror and it will be firmly mounted to the optical table.
Figure 2. A screenshot taken from programme Autodesk
Inventor 2015 shows the main framework design solution in the
orientation as it will be installed. The model is cut on the front
side so the construction structure can be shown.

Both ends of the construction shown on fig.
2 are firmly mounted to the compressor
chamber and the optical table. This construction
will hold the 6-inch mirrors that will lead
control laser beam from the compressor
chamber to the optical table, where the phase of
the two parts of the laser beam will be measured
in order to ensure the proper alignment of the
Littrow mirrors and the optical gratings in the
compressor.
However, the computational phase has
shown that the walls of the compressor chamber
aren't stable enough to provide stable
environment to hold the mirror. Therefore,
another design was made. New modelled
design in CAD can be seen in fig. 3. This model
is only framework without the cover. Lower
part of the construction will be firmly mounted
to the optical table. The upper part will serve as
the holder console for the 6-inch mirror. The
laser beam will enter the upper part of the
construction after the reflection from the
leading mirror. Then the laser beam will go
through the whole construction and it leaves it

Discussion
Initial design modelled in CAD is shown in
fig. 2. This model has demonstrated itself to be
unsuitable for our purposes and too heavy for
realisation. The walls of the compressor
chamber are not stable enough so the first
design supposing a firm fixture to the chamber
construction was not adequate.
The reason why trellis like construction
with joint bars is designed under an angle of 60
degrees was to transfer oscillations from the
longer parts to shorter ones, which oscillate on
higher frequencies. Oscillation frequency is
also determined by overall weight of the
construction, so material must be thick enough
in order not to lower self-oscillations and be
capable of holding stability. This can be
calculated in Ansys programme with respect to
the material used.
After this model will go through the
calculation phase. The model will be altered to
incorporate more details including the mirror
assembly that can also need to be designed.
Subsequently the construction will be welded
together, but welding can decrease stability of
the construction because it can build stress
inside the material, leading to slow drift
motions in time that can transfer to the mirror
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resulting in impossibility to align the holding
mirror. This drift can be negligible, but there is
a possibility that the construction or some parts
of it will be changed to have screw joints.
The whole path of the laser beam will be
wind shielded. The cover will not be connected
to the construction, so there are not any further
special requirements for this part.

Conclusion
In summary, this study is a part of the ELIbeamlines project aiming to build laser with the
highest peak power in the world. The aim of this
study is to design the subsystem of the
compressor chamber. The designed subsystem
will lead the controlling laser beam to the
optical tables, where the phase will be
diagnosed. The subsystem is made of three
main parts. The framework that holds the
mirror, the mirror and its fixture to the
framework and the covers that shield the laser
beam against external environment.
The model in CAD Autodesk Inventor
2015 was made and shown in this paper.
The requirements for the framework are:
The minimum self-oscillation must be higher
than 100 Hz. The construction must be robust
to heat expansion and have a minimal twist or
drift motions. The construction must hold one
6-inch mirror in stable a position on the top of
the framework which is 1 meter above
the optical table.
The next step after modelling phases is the
calculation phase where specific parameters of
the construction are determined such as size,
thickness and the material used.
After the successful computing phase,
the model will be designed in a more detailed
form and then crafted. Expected time when
the model will be produced is next year.
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Determining the Angular Position of Toric Intraocular Lens
Martin Fůs*
Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering, Kladno, Czech Republic.
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Abstract: The goal of diploma thesis was creating a proposal (including methodics) for postoperative
evaluation of an actual angular position of toric intraocular lenses (TIOL), using an image guided system
VERION. To achieve this goal has been customized own proposal of the system, which uses images created
by a reference unit of the VERION for determining the postoperative angular position of the TIOL. All images
were created by own methodics. The proposed system completes all pre-defined requirements and its validity
has been verified by comparison with alternative techniques and evaluation of factor of subjectivity. The
realized analysis of residual astigmatism in a monitored group excluded axial length of eye and size of capsule
like a factors influencing the short-term rotation stability of the TIOL. The higher counts of rotation TIOL in
preferred direction has been confirmed. Absolute average of detected rotation of a SN6ATx model reached
value 3.96°. The value of residual astigmatism due to postoperative rotation was the most 0.50 D in 82.98 %
of operated eyes. The excellent results were also confirmed by counts of optimal postoperative acuity, which
was achieved without using any other correction in 89.36 % of eyes.
Due to characteristics of the resulting angular position (and their maximum difference 2° to conventional
subjective methods) can be the proposed system considered as usable in clinical practice. Its application could
be consists especially as a template to improve virtual navigation system by diagnostics of angular position of
TIOL.

Structural changing of the anterior chamber of the eye after
phacoemulsification and laser assisted cataract surgery
Kateřina Pavlíčková*
Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering, Kladno, Czech Republic.
*pavlikat@fbmi.cvut.cz

Abstract: Cataract surgery is the most common operation in ophthalmology and new surgical approaches are
still developed. The goal of femtosecond laser cataract surgery (FLACS) is to achieve better outcomes of
operation and reduce the amount of required phaco energy and thereby reduce impact on corneal endothelial
cells. The aim of diploma thesis is to determine how FLACS affects the tissue of the cornea and structures of
the anterior chamber of the eye compared to conventional phacoemulsification cataract surgery. Diploma
thesis describes techniques of cataract surgery and laser-tissue interactions. Research is focused on
measurement of pH of aqueous humor and preoperative and postoperative analysis of corneal endothelial cells
by specular microscopy. Measurement of pH is realized by fibre optic probe based on pH-sensitive fluorescent
dye, ion pair HPTS and CTAB immobilized on the tip of tapered fibre.
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